Simulation begins like modelling, with a model of something and software made from it. But unlike modelling, in which you isolate an aspect of that which you wish to study and subject that aspect to close analysis, simulation addresses systems that cannot be known merely from considering their parts in isolationcomplex systems (Jervis 1997 
Continuity of intent
Simulation was intellectually compelling from the outset. Rapid uptake into diverse contexts tempts us to look for a common aim or continuity of intent, which would be helpful for anticipating its usefulness to the humanities. But no one taxonomy fits the variety of applications:
differences from discipline to discipline suggest distinct kinds, but the extensive crossdisciplinary traffic of borrowings cannot be 1946 ). These phenomena generated "problems too complex for theory and too remote from laboratory materials for experiment" (Galison 1996) . So the scientists had to imagine what they did not know -by simulation based on analogy to the effectively random interactions of subatomic particles during a thermonuclear reaction. And so came about a decisive shift: "bit by bit (byte by byte) computer designers deconstructed the notion of a tool itself as the computer came to stand not for a tool, but for nature" (Galison 1996) . We could say that the analogy was naturalized, but the point I wish to make is different: simulation Climatology provides a similar example. In the early years, as meteorologists extended their models to the globe, the lack of uniform, reliable data became a problem. Hence the computer was used to refine, correct and, Paul Edwards has noted, shape the data to fit the models (Edwards 1999) . 
Simulation in the humanities
In the humanities modelling is not really a problem once it is understood: the analogical bridge between computing and the interpretative disciplines keeps the digital construct separate, 
Conclusion
We are left, then, not just with big ideas but with big questions and projects, concerning the roles these two fundamental things you can do with a computer -modelling and simulating -play or are to play in our practices of enquiry, how we are to become self-aware practitioners of them and how they change these practices and are changed by them. '[T] he use of computers', Fr Roberto Busa wrote in 1976, 'is not aimed towards less human effort, or for doing things faster and with less labour, but for more human work, more mental effort….' (Busa 1976 
